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Accessories

Tool & Brush Box
Stylish blue case has a lift out tray & lots of storage. 

6009TD ..............13” x 6” x 5½”  .................. $13.95 ea 

E6000 Adhesive 
& Sealant
For glass, glaze and porcelain. Bonds in 
5-10 min, cures in 24 hrs

E6000 ........... 3.7oz .................... $9.99
E6000.1 ........ 1oz ....................... $5.99

Crackzapit
Repair cracks and peeling skin in 3 days with 
this natural crack-closing formula of beeswax, 
aloe, olive oil and other essential ingredients. 

CZ ............. 0.15 oz .................$6.95

Gloves in a Bottle
Retain your skin’s natural moisture and repel 
drying irritants with this handy squeeze tube. 

GB3 ...........3.4 oz ...............$11.95

Thin ‘n Shade™

A water-based medium that prolongs drying 
time of acrylics so they remain workable for 
a longer time. Use with any non-fired product 
and also as a purer thinning agent in areas 
where water may contain contaminants that 
may affect ceramic color results. 2oz bottle.

 1-11 @ 12+ @
AS957 ..........................$2.45 ..........$1.96

Potter’s Skin Butter
A natural, non-greasy, vegan lotion that 
soaks up quickly. Available in 4oz jars.

PSB1 .......Herbal Mint ........................... $19.95
PSB2 .......Lavender .............................. $19.95
PSB3 .......Tangerine .............................. $19.95
PSB4 .......Unscented ............................ $19.95

PSB2
PSB1

PSB4PSB3

AS953 ...... Gloss  - or -  AS954 ......  Matte        

 1-11 @ 12+ @

2oz ................................$2.95 ......... $2.36

Non-Fired Sealer
This brush on Non-Fired sealer can be used 
over acrylics, raku fired projects, or other 
finished surfaces that need to be protected.

6009TD

Wax & Latex Resist
Water-based WAX ON resist dries quickly. Ideal for use on 
bisque, and on top of glaze for layered resist effects. Store at 
room temperature and mix well before use. If it freezes; let it 
thaw, mix it, then use it!
Wax Off Resist is a latex-wax hybrid that is peeled away. Apply on bisque or on 
top of glaze. Apply thick and allow to dry several hours or overnight. Wax Off 
MUST be removed before firing! Helpful Hint: Wet your brush and wring it out 
before using will help preserve your brush. If Wax Off freezes, shake well when 
thawed, but it may thicken. Clean brushes with soapy water for both products. 

WON8 ............Wax Resist  ..................   8 oz .................................... $14.95
WON16 ..........Wax Resist  .................. 16 oz .................................... $19.25
WOF8 ............Latex Resist  ................   8 oz .................................... $14.95

RYD38

RYD36RYD37

  1-2 @ 3-5 @  6+ @
RYD36 ..........  1 cup .......................................0$0.69 .........  $0.63 ......... $0.56
RYD37 ..........  6 wells .....................................0$0.99 .........  $0.90 ......... $0.80
RYD38 .......... 10 wells ....................................0$1.49 .........  $1.35 ......... $1.20

Plastic 
Palettes

Chamois Cloths
Wiziwig cloths come in blue or gold.

CHM .......Natural Tan ....1” x 4”   ... $1.50 
CHMW ....Man Made ......1” x 3”  .... $1.00

CHM

Tool & Brush Bag
Xiem’s storage tote with wood handle holds 25 lbs!. 

XAB .........16 holsters & 17 pockets ............. $34.95 ea 
XAB

Xiem Clay Bag Ties
A 6” nylon cord that slides easily to cinch up your clay for 
an airtight seal! No more losing those ties. Sold in pairs.

CBT2-O ........Orange ................................. $4.25
CBT2-LG ......Lime Green .......................... $4.25


